
IMAGINEAN INTEGRATED
LIGHTINGSYSTEM
WITH FUTUREPROOF
TECHNOLOGY...
...THAT JUSTWORKS



we assess we design

we innovate we manufacture

we install we commission

LEDLIGHTINGSYSTEMS



LEDLUMINAIRES
DON’T FAIL.
DRIVERSDO.
We all know that LEDswere supposed to be the great
panacea that would solve all commercial lighting and energy
consumption problems. We also know that unicornsaren’t
real, the Earth isn’t flat and that we are subjected to fake
newssometimes.

But in the real world, lighting problemscan’t be solved
bysimply changing the luminaires; it needsa whole lot
more. The solution to commercial lighting isabout using
intelligence and world classspecialistsrecognised in their
field, with cutting edge driver technology and controls
combined together in one unified and converged system.

In short, you needacombinationof theright people,
with theright knowledgeand theright equipment all
working in harmonytodeliver reallygroundbreaking
commercial lighting.



CAN INSTALLING01 AN IST LIGHTING

SYSTEM
SAVEON YOUR
MAINTENANCE
COSTS?

IST’ssystem isdesigned to
reduce maintenance to a
minimum. Asafe, low voltage
power solution removesthe
traditional need for the LED

driversto be installed in close proximity to the luminaires.
Therefore, driver and controller maintenance iscentralised
in easy-to-accessservice areasmeaning lesstime, lesstravel
and lesscost to maintain.

YES.



CAN IST LIGHTINGSYSTEMS02 INSTANTLY SWITCH TO

EMERGENCY
LIGHTING
IF THEPOWER ISLOST?

IST’ssystem providesa robust,
low voltage emergency lighting
solution to ensure anybuilding
issafe when the power is lost.
In addition, a smart evacuation

lighting solution automatically sequencesluminairesto
provide a guiding path towardsemergency exits, much like
on amodern aeroplane. The pre-programmed evacuation
solution isdesigned to reduce panic and improve safety in
the event of an emergency.

YES.



03 CAN AN IST
LIGHTINGSYSTEM

BEPOWEREDTHROUGH

EXISTING
ETHERNETCABLING?

Everyone isfamiliar
with Ethernet cabling
running data around
officesat amazing
speeds. IST’slighting

system can now be powered through that very
same cabling. CAT 6 cabling issufficient for most
lighting but the current industry standard, CAT6a
cabling can supply an impressive 100W of power,
data and control functionsto the lighting.

YES.



CAN IST04 LIGHTING

SYSTEMS
PRODUCE
USEFUL
ANALYTICAL
REPORTS?

YES.
Statistical data is
everywhere. There
are amyriad of
factsavailable
at our fingertips
but often the
most salient
and important
information is
hiddenwithin the
data overload.

ISTsystems
offer real world
information in a
digestible format.
Youwon’t be
bombarded with
quantity, rather
quality business
information you
will actually find
useful.



05 CAN THEY
REDUCETHE

FIRERISK
OFABUILDING?

CAN THE07 DRIVERS
BEINSTALLED
300M
FROMTHE
LIGHTS? YES.

06 CAN THEY
DELIVERTRULY

FLICKER-FREE
LIGHTING?

CAN THEY
REDUCE

THECOSTOF
INSTALLATION?

YES.

YES.

YES.

08

SO, DOESTHISSOUND INTERESTING?

YES.



We offer accessto a trusted
global network of distributors

and installers.

Our systemshelp our
clientsmaintain a

competitive edge through
continual innovation.

We have 20 years
of experience in

delivering numerous
high profile projects

acrossEurope,
the Middle East and Asia.

We have a growing portfolio
of worldwide patentsacross
a unique suite of products.

We are true innovators
of LED lighting systems
and Ethernet-based
building controls.

We provide Smart Lighting
Solutionsfor a wide range of
marketsfrom commercial,
retail, entertainment,

hospitality and high end
residential.

BUT THAT’SNOTALL
IST HASTOOFFER



There isalwayspressure to red uce
energy consumption, without
compromising on maintenance

costs. I need peace of mind that the
emergency lighting is totally robust and
that maintainedlightscan berun from a
controlled location. IST’s lighting system
ticksall of those boxeswith the additional
advantage of being able to commission,
control and maintain the entire lighting
schemefrom an easilyaccessible
service area, which meansa
significant reduction in downtime.

Offering employeespersonalised
workspaces where lighting
intensity and colour can be tuned

according to individual preferenceshelps
establish a healthier, happier and ultimately
more productive workenvironme nt. Health
concernsare significantly reduced thanks
to IST’spatented flicker-free technology
and the risk of headachesand other
potential harmful side effects from
poor lighting are a thing of
the past.

In our industry, exceptionally
smooth, step-less dimming along
with subtle, uniform shifts in

colour are vital, not to mention a totally
reliable emergency system. IST’sdrivers
easily providethe be st quality dimming
on the market and the fact that the lights
can be poweredfrom rack cabinets in five
locationsacross the theatre offersusa
major maintenance advantage. We have
been so satisfied with the lighting, that
we have invited other theatre manag ers
here to demonstrate in person the
superior dimming and control of
the IST system.

Facedwith the po tentially
hazardousand very costly
challenge of installing power

supplies 20m above a marble floor (not
to mention the headache of future
maintenance of the installation), I was
delightedto find a centralised power
supply capable of powering multiple
luminaires in the high ceiling from a central
point at ground level, meaning
easy access for commissioning and
any future maintenance!

FACILITIESMANAGER

RETAILCENTREMANAGER

THEATREMANAGER

OFFICEMANAGER

REALWORLDCHALLENGES
WHICH HAVEBEEN

SOLVED
WITH THEHELPOF IST SYSTEMS



CASESTUDY 1

CONFERENCE

ACV CONFERENCE
& EXHIBITION CENTRE

Location:
Vienna, Austria

Products:
80x iDrive® White Knig ht 36

14 x iDrive® Thor 36

LightingDesign:
podpod design

Image ©
Friedrich Michael Jansenberger

An immense space to
illuminate for a huge
amount of eventsall

needing different lig ht, from
dark andmoody, through
to vibrant colour changing
walls. A landmark project
for IST, which haswon

international praise for its
technical innovation.



CASESTUDY 2

COM M ERCI AL

CITIZEN
WATCH
MANUFACTURINGCO. LTD

HEADQUARTERS

Location:
Saku, Nagano, Japan

Products:
iDrive® White Knight 36

Architect &
InstallationDesign:
Atelier Tsuyoshi Tane

Image © LUFTZUG,
Yutaka Endo

Create a rainfall of
glittering gold watch

part. Thiswasthe aim of
Citizen’sdesignersin their
global headquartersin

Japan. Clinical lines, clean
white design and cutting
edge driver connections
made the designer’s
dream a reality.



CASESTUDY 3

LEI SURE

THEATRE
ROYAL

Location:
Newcastle upon

Tyne, UK

Products:
27 x iDrive® Force 24

Sympatheticallycombined
modern lighting with
programmable colours,
power and intensity all
in an almost invisible
infrastructure to

harmonise with this
grand listed building.



CASESTUDY 4

RETAI L

‘CEILINGOFLIGHT’
VICTORIAGATESHOPPINGCENTRE

Location:
Leeds, UK

Products:
22 x iDrive® Thor 36

“Create a feeling
of the outside light
coming in”: the task
set to make the

ceiling into an ever
changing endless

combination of light,
colour and intensity.



SO...
LET’STALKABOUTYOUR

CHALLENGES
ANDFINDTHERIGHT SOLUTION,

JUST FORYOU



iDAC Solutions Ltd
Unit B Omega Enterprise Park
Electron Way, Chandlers Ford

Eastleigh, Hampshire, SO53 4SE

+44 2380 279 999
info@idacs.uk.com
www.idacs.uk.com

Imagine an integrated lighting system
with future proof technology...

... that just works

Avai lable from


